MEETING AGENDA

MERWIN UPSTREAM COLLECTION AND TRANSPORT
ENGINEERING MEETING

NATURAL RESOURCE BUILDING
(WDFW) - ROOM 585
1111 WASHINGTON STREET, SE
OLYMPIA, WA 98501

NOVEMBER 30, 2006
9:00AM – 4:00PM

I. [9:00am] Welcome
   a. Attendees

II. [9:15am] November 3 meeting goals and accomplishments
   a. Goal: Collaborative design concept brainstorm
   b. Several concepts discussed (“conventional” trap designs, bay 4 trap, existing trap modifications, “deep” collector between draft tubes or in corner, barriers, downstream trap entrance, etc.)
   c. Much of discussion focused on trap and conveyance of fish to existing fish lift

III. [9:45am] Review Merwin dam plans and data
     a. Updated background drawings
     b. Construction photos

IV. [10:15am] Discuss pump room intake fishway layouts (corner of powerhouse and left bank)

V. [11:15am] Discuss powerhouse pump bay layouts (between draft tubes)

[BREAK]
[WORKING LUNCH]

VI. [12:30pm] Discuss pro’s and con’s of concepts

VII. [1:45pm] Discuss preferred direction based on sketches, flows, etc.
     a. Goal is to get input on what to develop further for the Dec 12th meeting

VIII. [2:30pm] Adjourn
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